
ABOUT BLUE LINE

The core value of Blue Line Technology is to put in place deterrence practices that will eliminate the repetitive cycles of crime, 
provide an opportunity to prevent loss and harm as well as foster a non- intrusive experience with security protocol.   The team 
began with experienced seasoned veterans of law enforcement or the US Army including Thomas Sawyer - Detective SLMPD, 
Joseph Spiess - Major SLMPD,  Marcos Silva - Sargent - US Army who understood the benefits of "prevention" at a time when 
most security efforts were forensic in nature "after the fact".  The founders discovered business experienced and technology 
experts that believed in the product and joined the organization as the first external investor managers, Paul Brauss as the CEO, 
Dr. George Michaels as the CTO and Don Deason as the VP of Strategic Partnerships. Each of these business executives filled 
any void in business acumen and set the stage for growth. Rounding out the formative leadership team is Gabe Keithley - 
Congressionally recognized for "bravery under fire" and Lindsey Silva - recognized by the US Army for her technical 
performance and a cornerstone of software and application specialty. The development of the "First Line" software provides a 
product unlike any other that will verify a face, provide an alert in real time so that prevention efforts can be deployed.  This 
award winning focus on access control, threat prevention and concierge services provided the nucleus for initial investors that 
wanted to help manage the company.    The team passion is focused on their mission that is simply stated "To Identify, Prevent, 
Protect and Welcome"  

WIM (Wiegand Interface Module) 

- Prevents access with stolen cards
- Improves FR scalability
- Supports any standard Wiegand data

transmission
- Supports 26-100 bit Wiegand formats
- Easily Integrates with existing systems
- Works with existing access control panels

How It Works & Features

Designed to provide preventive capabilities for 
access control, threat detection, and concierge 
services. The First Line facial recognition software 
is the best solution to enhance current security 
practices. It’s MySQL C++ software platform is 
Windows or Linux scalable and has been engi-
neered for a low cost implementation. 

The proprietary product was designed for the end 
user convenience, the award winning “First Line” 
software offers capabilities that work in concert 
with existing security and turn the capabilities 
from forensic to preventive. The software provides 
the best performance of a facial 
recognition biometric.
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Aligns Security Objectives

Easy to Use Interface allows user to add, store, and 
edit data both directly on the unity and through a 
seamless web interface. 

Prevention and Immediate Detection of both 
external and internal threats 

Access Control for any secured areas in which 
greater control is desired 

Concierge Service capabilities offer greeting and 
rewards programs for specific customers  

Application Development 

Data Centers
Casinos
Nursing Homes 
Gyms 
Government 
Apartment Building 

Corporations
Hospitals
Banks
Retail
Mass Transit
Schools

With a mission to provide enhanced 
technology to your security solution, 
our team is committed to prevent, 
protect, alert, and welcome your 
employees and customers. Blue Line 
Technology brings forward a broad 
application knowledge base of senior 
police and service individuals that can 
help formulate the best solution for 
your siuation. 
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Maximizing Security Performance

Facial recognition is continually growing as a critical 
biometrics authentication technology. First Line Facial 
Recognition was designed to enhance current 
surveillance capabilities by expanding blending the use 
of biometrics to perform advance detection of a threat 
with an alert system that reminds the user of the 
planned protocol per situation. The system allows for an 
immediate recognition process even if the subject is on 
the move. 

Benefits

- Blending human guards with support technology

- Upgrade access control at key

- Respond immediately to threats

- Identify threats with technology instead of humans

- Videotape and document live feeds

- Manage domestic problems and visitor entrances

- Badge contractors safely into the premises

- Track and control unauthorized personnel

- Validate access of approved employees and vistors

- Provide instant alerts to dedicated people

- Message corporate security and potential victims

- Create a complete solution with SOC and SEC upsell

- Capture Unknowns in key areas
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